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Base-Seal is a polymer based material used in road building and strengthening applications. It enhances
stabilizing process by acting as a lubricant allowing the lime, lime kiln dust or cement to mix into the
insitu material more efficiently. VEC Civil Engineering has acquired the rights to supply products and
are now undertaking trials in Australian conditions. Base-Seal has wide variety of applications;
particularly areas subject to water inundation and remote areas which normally require import of
materials to site.

This is one of the many Case Studies.
For more information, visit our website: www.vec.com.au

Innovation
Florida Roads Remain Stabilized Despite Hurricane
Devastation flexible road bases.
Brown Pit Road leading to the Walton County landfill,
constructed with BASE-SEAL and sealed with TOP-SHIELD
in 1998. Hurricane Georges flood waters on September 27,
1999 covered this road with 27 inches of flood water for a
period of two weeks. When those flood waters receded,
there was absolutely no base damage.
Walton County Stabilization Road Foreman, Brooks Davis,
stated: “Brown Road is the entrance for heavy tri-axle dump
trucks going to and from the County landfill. After the
hurricane, trucks filled from the clay pit hauled 70,000

pounds of material, 16 to 17 hours a day, five days a week
during the recovery period (and still carries those heavy
loads to the landfill), and that base is as solid as ever.”
Several years later the road was swept and paved with
asphalt. As of 2005, the heavily traveled “ Brown Pit haul
road” is seven years old with no base failure
The above photo of Phillip W. “Ace’’ Wise, C.E.T., Project
Foreman, shows him pointing to a Base-Seal stabilized
road base in Walton County which had been under water
for two weeks after hurricane Georges. It was in perfect
condition, only the subgrade soil, which was not stabilized
with Base-Seal washed out from under that base.

BASE-SEAL Technology helps build
stronger, more flexible road bases.

Source: The Asphalt Contractor Magazine, April 1999 Issue.
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